
Soumesh Kumar Khatei

Personal Data

Date of Birth: 30 05 1999
Address: plot-F/310,Sector-7,C.D.A,Cuttack-14,Odisha
Phone: 7682940979
email: robotscience123@gmail.com

Career Objective

To work with an organisation where the decision making matters on basis of new concept thinking and ideas, and
my knowledge can also contribute for the overall development. Also gaining experience in solving the real life
industrial and business design problems while contributing same for the organisation. My Knowledge and taste
of music can be really an advantage factor. My future aim is to convert my MUSIC and DESIGN knowledge into a
profitable and passionate work. If there is a chance, my dream would be to work as a music director/producer and
visual art designer in the CINEMA/FILM industry.

Education

Current B.tech Industrial Design,
National Institute Of Technology, Rourkela
Major:Character and Envt. visual art, Graphic design
Advisor:Prof. Dhananjay Singh Bisht
Gpa: 7.6/10

Class 12 Garduation Year-2016 Intermediate in Science,
DAV Public School
Percentage: 89.9

Graduation Year-2014 Matriculation ,
DAV Public School
Percentage: 93.2

Projects

Tesla coils wireless transmission of AC january - April, 2016
This project aimed to know details about Tesla Coil tech. for transportaion of AC wire-
lessly, thus creating a safe environment.I made a large working model of tesla coil with
the help of physics department and showed the working concept of wireless AC trans-
mission to students.

cymatic frequencies and ferro fluid october - February , 2015-2016
This project aimed at studying effects of cymatic frequencies on different types of solids
and ferro fluids. Here i studied and showed certain cymatic experiments like the chladni
plate, the rubens tube, the water statue etc with different frequencies using a freq.
generator.

Internal Combustion Engines march-september ,2015
Under this project i studied working of different types of engines like 4-stroke, 2-stroke
and other rotary engines.I also prepared a model by using a bike engine and showed in
an exhibition.

Projects before 2015 2010-2014
I worked on a lot of different projects like Drone flying dynamics, Analysis of Aircraft
Dynamics and fluid mechanics, ILDA LASER projection graphics, LDR Home safety systems
etc.
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Work Experience

2017-2019 PAID Music Producer and Composer for some films, private song albums and other
private advertisements and jingles , Rourkela
I have been working as a Music Producer and composer for some clients within odisha.I
have a good music knowledge and by combining it with technical aspects i work in my
studio and produce FILM scores, songs,jingles and advertisements for different clients,
private/paid shows and events.

2018-2019 Paid DJ/EDM artist and Musician, Rourkela
I have been working as a part time EDM artist and i also do live music shows at different
bars and restaurants in Rourkela mainly on weekends and holidays.

2018-2019 Freelance Graphic Designer and sketch artist, Rourkela
I have been working as a freelance graphic designer for different Shops,Live Events,
Restaurants etc.I have a good knowledge of adobe photoshop and illustrator and i have
designed some Monograms, Event Posters, Advertisement brochures for restaurants,text
graphics etc, for them.

2018 Audio management for INNOVISION 2018, Rourkela
During Innovision 2018, i worked as one of the members incharge of sound management
for the live performance events.

2016-2018 FLIPKART Seller, Cuttack-BBSR
During these two years i had a online business where i used to sell lord statues and
similar hand craft items online and thus i had a very profitable business set up for me as
well as my suppliers.I used this idea to mainly make profit and also give them a profitable
share cause they were very talented craftsmen but with limited reach and small profit
margines.

2016-2018 OLX / QUIKR Seller, Cuttack-BBSR
During these two years i learned a lot of market tactics and business tricks and used them
to profit my small business.I used to buy a lot of product wholesale mainly electronics
and modified them myself , made better and i used to sell them in OLX and other similar
sites at a lot higher prices and thus the customer is also happy and my self with a
profitable deal.

Technical Skills

General Programming:c
Databases:nil

Frameworks:nil
Other Software:Adobe(potoshop cc, Lightroom , Premier pro)

AUDIO SOFTWARES :professional studio grade -( Cubase, Nuendo, FL studio, Ableton live.)

Soft Skills

Languages English - Professional Fluency
Hindi - Basic Fluency
Odia - Mother Tongue

Soft Skills Creative Thinking with time
Confident and Determined
Ability to cope up with high pressure
Good interaction skills



Extra Curricular Activities

FILM AND MUSIC SOCIETY MUSIC PRODUCER/BAND COMPOSER , 2017 - 18
Drill N Bass the official hip-hop and EDM club of NIT.As a music producer and composer
i was responsible for making songs acccording to the event requirement and perform at
different events on behalf of the club.

FILM AND MUSIC SOCIETY THE ”ELCTRONIC GUY” for Euphony, 2017-19
Special Effects Sound Designer , 2018-19
Euphony the official ROCK BAND of NIT.As a electronic guy i was responsible for all the
electronic live band stuff and the special effects like synth sounds ,different instrument
sounds which practically cannot be used on stage etc.

FILM AND MUSIC SOCIETY SOUND DESIGNR and VICE PRESIDENT of Euphony, 2019-Present
Since this year i work as a sound designer for the band EUPHONY and also for other
bands.Also with my responsibility as a vice president is to arrange/compose band perfor-
mance for every live show and learn from them.

Scholarships and Certificates

January 2016 Robotryst(international level championship) - Brilliant minds
December 2012 Young Astronomer Talent Search by-TATA Steel - Participant
October 2012 IKEN Scientifica by MEXUS - participant
august 2012 Interschool Science Exhibition - 3rd Position
Before 2012 Participated in KVPY and ,other Maths and Science OLYMPIADS

Interests and Activities

Music Programming and Production,Performing Artist ,Talent investment Business,Human Psychology
Visual game art,Audio/Music Editing,Graphic Designing,Freelancing
Badminton,Films/Movies,Concerts,Pop-Music
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